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Variations of Solar Wind Fluxes Observe.d on Board Several 

Spaceeratts and Pulsations of the Earth's Electromagnetic 

Field Connected with Them 

The aim of this pa~er is the comparison of parameters 

of solar wind fluxes ·affecting the magnetosphere measured in 

the interplanetary space with characteristics of pulsations 

of the Earth ts electromagnetic field recor.ded on a number of 

. geopbysical observatories. The data for different pnases of 

solar activity obtained during the flights of Venera;-2 (1965) , 

Venera-4 (196'7) [1J, Venera-5 and Venera-6 (1969) L-2J arid 

the records of the geophysical observatories Borck ( cp =52°53 ', 

A =123°20 1 ), Petropavlovsk ( cp :44 °24- ', A =218°14') , 

Soroa ( <P =33°, A =345°) were used for this comparison. 

Results of the solar wind measurements on board IMP-1 (1963) 

l-3_7 were used to verificate and to detalize the obtained 

conclusions. 

I. The connection .bet,\'veen the intensity of micropul

sations ·and . short-period disturbances of Earth's 

electromagnetic field and valuea of salar wind 

fluxes 

At the first stage ~f the comparison we were interested 

in .a general disturbance of the electromagnetic field determi

ned b;r its micropulsations and short.;..period disturbances. The 

telluric currents data records were used for the eStimation 
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of these pulsations and disturbances since the devices for 

recording of telluric currents on the above-mentioned obser

vatories have much broader amplitude frequency characteristics 
. . 

than those used to record the -magnetic field • . The equivalent 

sensitivity of these devices exceeds the sensitivity of the 

standard magnetograph net~ork by.more than an order of magni

tude . 

In fig.1 an example of . telluric current data records 

from the observatory Borok is presented. It corresponds to 

the sudden commencement of a geomagnetic storm (the transi

tion. from quiet to disturbed state at 1h 58m UT 2.26~1969). 

In fig.2 the fragment of telluric currents data record. 

with continuous pulsations is al:so presented. Such records 

were later used to determine periods of pulsations. 

To characterize the intensity of pulsations the hour 

E-indi.Ce was used (the dimensionless indice E was defined 

as the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the pulsations of 

horizontal component of the electric field ~uring one hour 

to its values averaged over a year). 

In this paper universal tillie is used in all cases. 

On the spacecraf'ts Venera-4-,Venera-5, Venera-6 flat 

integral traps were installed which made it possible to deter

mine variations of ion fluxes of the solar wind N~ = niy 

L-1,2_7. It should be noted that the initial level was 

ated as 1o8cm-~sec~1 in L-2_7 from which variations 

evalu-

were cotinted out. ·The comparison of . N~-v~ues measured on 

board Venera-6 2~26.1969 with n~tr-values measured at the same 

time on board HEO S-I L-4_7 confirmed the conectness of the 

mentioned evaluation. 

Comparisons of E-indices values with variations 
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showed that rises of solar wind fluxes affect~ the · magneto

sphere as a ruJ.e were accompanied by an increase of the inten

sity of the electromagnetic field pulsations. In all cases 

when fl N1 values reached maximum ones equal to or more than 

3·108cm-2sec-1, the intensity of pulsations increased (E-indi-

ces > 1) • . First of all, the cases of increasing o:f N· and 
~ 

rising of the intensity of pulsations were. compared during 

the .two-months ·period of the: flights . o:fVenera-5 and Vener$.-6 

from1.21.1969 to 3.21.1969 L-2J. 
In fig.:; the fragment of this graph corresponding to 

the period from 1.21.69 to 2~ 10.1%9 is presented. In the 

upper part of the graph 6 Nt-values are shown with respect . 

to "'108cm-2sec-1 level; the time intervals corresponding to 

N~ increases during which 6Ni, reached a maximum value 

(ANLMil~:;·1 o8 em - 2sec - 1 ) are marked lower; the time · intervals 

during which E-indice was more than 1 are shown at the bottom 

of the graph. During the mentioned two~months time interval 

each case when AN· reached the value equal to or more than 
. ~ 

3·108cm-2sec-1 corresponded to the case of the ~crease o.f' 

the intensity o;f pulsations with E-indice more than 1. It 

gave a ground to suggest in L-2J a causality between these 

phenomena. 

However , the following comparison of similar data cor

responding to the period of the flight of Venera,.,.4 (June

-July, 196?) did not reveal so c1ear results~ Separate cases 

were noted when increases of N ~ were 'not accompanied by tl;Le 

· coJJ.Siderable rise · of the intensity of pulsations a::id the in

crease of the intensity of pulsations was observed without 

the substantial rise o~ N~ ~ That is why the problem of the 

connection with the intensity of pulsations of the Earth's 
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electromagnetic field requires the subsequent consideration 

with the using of data over a long period of time to obtain. 

statistically grounded conclusions • . 

It is worth noting that in the majority of cases the 

increase of solar wind fluxes affecting the magnetosphere 

is . likely to be related to the rise of the pressure on the 

magnetosphere and the decreases of its cross-section. 

Apparently in such .cases the periods of the magnetosphe

re proper oscillations which can be identified with pulsations 

observed on the Earth's surface must diminish~ However, it 

does not explain why the increasing pressure on the magneto

sphere . causes the occurence of micropulsations or the rise 

of its intensity. It is possible thatthe increase of solar 

wind fluxes causes the rise of the magnetized plasma turbu

lence in the transition region between the front of a - shock 

wave and the boundary of the magnetosphere and this in turn 

causes the surface waves generating magnetogidrodynamic waves 

ins·ide the magnetosphere . 

2. The ·connection between periods of continuous 

micropulsations and the · parameters of · .the 

solar wind 

At the next stage of this work the comparison of conti

nuous p~lsations of .the Earth's electromagnetic field deter

mined from the t .elluric currents data records of three above

mentioned geophYsical observatories with N.-values measured 
. . . . . 

on board Venera.;.2, Venera-4, Venera-5; Venera-6 was made .. 

In fig.4 the results of this comparison are shown~ For 

all four spacecrat'ts the · dependences of T on N- = n·lr were 
~ u 

i~ntical .. although the flights were carried out during dif-

ferent pha 
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ferent phases of the solar activity. At the same time fig.4 

shows that for two ranges of values of T ( T~ 40 sec and 

T ~ 40 sec) these dependences are di:f:'f.erent . For the first 

range the value of T diminishes with the rise .of N~ , but 

for the second .range the value of T increases. For the ad

ditional verification of such a dependence observed during the 

different phases of solar activity and in order to clear out 

separately the influence of the density 1'1 and of the bulk 

velocity 1! in solar wind on the period T the results of 

measurements of solar wind parameters on board IMP:...1 (Decem

ber, 1963 - March, 1964) L-3;_7 wei-a -analysed (see fig . 5). In 

this analysis the value of ·T was taken from records of the 

observatories Borok and Petropavlovsk. 

Fig.5a fully coi;Lf'irms the existence of .different depen

dences of T on mr for periods T ~ 40 sec and T ~ 40 sec 

which are shown in fig.4. 

Dependences T (V) and T ( 1'1) obtained from IMP- 1 data 

• L-3J shown in :fig.5b and 5c• The influence of simultaneous · 

vari.atio:ris of t1 and 11' was not excluded .when plotting fig . 

5b and 5c. In fig.5b and 5c one can see that the clear depen• 

dence of T on 11' does not exist and the value of T prac

tically depends on the density of charged part:!,cles in the 

solar wind. 

Subsequently similar graphs for fixed values of 11 .(5-

10 cm-3) and 11' (300-350 km sec-1 ) were plotted. These graphs 

are shown in fig.6a 'and 6b ; as one can ·:see they are absolutely 

similar • 
The absence of the dependence of T on the. solar wind 

bulk velocity is to soll\e degree une:x:Pected because dependences 

of different geophysical phenomena on the solar wind bulk 

vf)locity were often considered in scientific papers (beginning 
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from L-5_7). Up to date very l ittle attention was paid to t he · 

i nfluence of .the solar wind ion density Yl ·on phenomena i n 

t he circumterrestrial space (although for insta,nce in L-6J 
the strong geomagnetic storm was descr11:ed which has been 

caused by the increase of Yl 

of the solar wind pressUre 

but not 
mr 2 

p = - '2-. 

basically determined by _variations of 

V ). These variations 

were supposed to ·be 

1J' for the dependence 

of .p on n is linear while the dependence of P on 1i has 

a . square law character. In this case it was not taken into 

account that near the Earth's orbit the bulk velocity 

usually varies not more th&n by a factor of three (from 

~ 250 kin sec - 1 to "' 750 km sec - 1 ) , while Yl variations can 

exeed two orders of magnitude (from some fractions to"" 100 

particles in em-~) . 

Dependences showed in fi,g.6 indicate that it i s necessary 

to contin~e the analysis of the influence of variations of 

n values on phenomena inside the magnetosphere .• Besides they 

allow to suggest that micropulsations with periods T~40 sec 

and T ~ 40 sec are likely to be generated in different regions 

of the magnetosphere ~ . 

The diminishing of T with the rise of Ni. for pulsations 

with T< 40 sec is in a good agreement with the conceptions 

of the generation of micropulsations of this group (Pc 2-3) 

inside the Earth's cold plasma· envelope (plasmosphere) since 

its boundar.y· (p~asmopause) approaches the Earth during the 
. . 

increase of geomagnetic activity· while the magnetosphere is 

compressed and moves aw8Y from the Earth during the decrease 

of the pressure on the magnetosphere. The diminishing of the 

d.iillension of 'the resonator for which plasmopa~e and the 
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lnce 

1e 

is 

~ase 

the 

lower boundar.y of the ionosphere aerve respectively as the 

outer and inner walles naturally decreases the period of 

oscillations generating in this resonator. Arguments in 

favour of the generating of pulsations Pc-2 and Pc-3 type 

.(with the period T < 40 sec) in plasmosphere were discussed 

previously in L-9_7. However, the ,possibility of the genera

tion of these pulsations in the whole volume of the magneto

sphere changing. under the influence of the solar wind is no~ 

excluded. 

It is more difficult to explain the increa~e of T with 

the rise of 11~ 11' for pulsations with T > 40 see which cor

respond to the Pc-4 type of· pulsations. In consequence with 

existing ·conceptions these pulsations can be generated in a 

relativf'!l.f' narrow field line tube which is projected on the 

auroral zone L-10_7. These pulsations are identified with 

Alfven waves propagating in this tube. In such a case the 

period of pulsations is connected with the plasma density 

n at t~ top of the field line by the following relation: 
'111 

T . .v cos2$o , where ¢0 is the geomagnetic latitude 

corresponding to the latitude of the tube projection. 

In fig.5c one can see that periods of pulsations with 

T > 40 sec increase with the rise of ·11 in the interplane

tary space . Assuming that the rise of the plasma density in 

the solar wind can lead to the increase of plasma .density in 

the outermost region of the subsolar part of the magnetosphe

re (for instance due to the large-scale convective motion Of 

the magnetosphere plasma or due to the penetration of the 

solar wind into magnetosphere by means of some mechanism) 
Vn 

then using the relatiom. T"" CDS2qJ one can quaUtativel;T 
. 0 
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explain the upper part of graphs in fig.4, 5a and 5b (for 

T > 40 sec). It must be noted that the analysis of the data 

obtained oil. board the. satellite ATS-1 showed that the value 

of n had varied from . n =1.8 em-~ to 14.8 cm-3 in the same 

region of the magnetosphere .(at R=6 .6 R E near local noon) 

during the compression of the magnetosphere 1.1~.1967 L-12J . . 
Summarizing, it can be said the obtained results show 

that the basic solar wind parameter which determines. the cha

racter of electromagnetic field pulsations . generated on. the 

Earth's sUrface is the density of the proton component of 
' . . . 

solar wind fluxes. 

It must .be stressed that from one hand the changes of 

the ~article density of the solar wind determine the changes 

of the volUDie of· the resonator in the magnetosphere where 

:Pc .. 2-3 pul.s.$.1;ions ue formed. From. the o11her hand the charae

t.~r of :Pc-4 period dependence (w.b.ich are formed in the outer 

regionS of the magnetosphere) on N· can be aa indicat:i;on 
L 

of the r:ifle of the plasma density in the liiU\ltiBlar part of the 

ma;gnetosphere. 

From fig.4, 5a BJ)d 5c one can co~lude that eontizluaus 

micropulsatioJU~· witiJ;t two dd.:f':ferent periods corresponding to 

two branches of the g:raph mey- simultaneoitsly exist.ROpver, · 

"these period4· m-q.st be in relat~ona det.ermined by the m~ntioned 

graphs. 

· Brie-f conelJ!!tOD8 

1. ~· the flights of the spacecratts Venera-,5 and 

Venera-.6 (1-969) the clear dependence of the general intell811;,y 

of m:tcropulsaticms and short period .disturb~es of the Earth's 

tleotnmapet:l.c field all. tho aolu wi.Ad tl.uaa &fteot~ tiW 
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2. During the :flight of the spacecraft Veliera-4 (1967) · 

this dependence waa not ·so clear. 

The analysis o:f the coDI~:ection between the intensity o:f 

these disturbances and values of solar. wind fluxes needs to 

be continued;- data over longer periods o:f time should be con

sidered in order to obtain statistically grounded conc11).Sions. 

~. The period o:f continuous micropulsations o:f the 

Earth's electromagnetic field depends · on values o:f the solar . 

wind :fluxes. It does not practicall;y depend on the solar wind 

velocity but it is detemined by the density o:f . the solar 

wi~d. 

4-. A character o:f d.Ei~endenees o:f . T . o:a solar wind iop. 

:fluxes · and on. 1ihe ion aensi ty allow to m•e conclusi01111 

about the possibili:ty o:f the simUltaneous eld.steDCe·· o:f. 'ftiio· 

types of pulsations with steadjr periods determined by. papu 

shown on fig.4 and 5e. 

The authors t!w1k to B.A.~rskoy an,f. A.V •Gf4.•~ ~· 

the hQl.p~ discuqa_ons. 
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